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Dance Kicks Off Black
History Month
By LIZ RUSSELL
"Diversity Makes the Difference: Yesterday. Today,
and Tomorrow." was the slogan used for the Benefit
Dance on Friday night.
February 9. 1990.
The dance was held in the
Gold Room at Lankford Student Union from 8 p.m.-l
a.m.
The Benefit Dance was just
one of the many activities to
celebrate Black History
Month at Longwood. The
Black
History
Month
Committee sponsored the
dance. This committee consists of the following people:
Mrs. Brenda Cross. Director
of Minority Affairs. Ms. Claudia Logan. Mr. Jimmy
Yarbrough.
Dr. Wayne
O'Brien. Dr. Ray Brastow. Ms.
Alethia Perkins. Ms. La Tonya
Moore. Mrs. Ada Whitehead.
Dr. Bruce Montgomerv. Kara
I^ancaster. Ms. Niki Fallis. Dr.
Robert Gibbons. Ms. Joan
Mason. Mr. Michael Herndon.
Dr. Homer Springer. Mrs.
Theresa A. Clark. Mrs. Ruby
Blanton. Ms. Margaret HaleSmith. Lisa Jones. Sara
Young. Dr. John Lund, and
Sara Beth Murphy.
John Wilkerson provided
the music as DJ for the night.
Music that appealed to minority as well as others was
played.

John Wilkerson kept the music going at Friday's
Beneflt Dance. photo CndU: JanMa^ Jbhnson

Local Attorney
Discusses Civil
Rights Movement

When 1 talked to Mrs.
Brenda Cross. Director of Minority Affairs, she told me
"The main reason for the
Benefit Dance is to bring
staff, faculty, students, and
community together for a
James Ghee, local attorney ginia, at Charlottesville.
good cause. It should be a
Before entering private
at law. will speak on the
college-wide interest that re"History of the Civil Rights practice. Mr. Ghee worked
flects the wants, needs, beMovement in Prince Edward with the Federal Communiliefs, and interests of people."
County." as a part of Hamp- cations Commission and the
The money from the dance
den-Sydney College's recogni- National Welfare Rights Orwill be split two ways. Half of
tion of Black History Month. ganization, both in Washthe money will go to the The lecture will take place on ington, D.C. He is a member
Emergency Relief Loan for
Tuesday. February 13. at 8 of the State and National Bar
minority students in financial
p.m., In the Crawley Forum, Associations, is a past memtrouble. This loan helps to and It is free and open to the ber of the Board of Governors,
pay for tuition and books. The
and past president of the
public.
rest of the money will go to
A native of Prince Edward Young Lawyers Section. Mr.
the Ralph Page Minority County. Mr. Ghee received a Ghee is a founding member of
Scholarship Fund to help re- Bachelor of Arts degree from the Virginia Legal Aid Society,
cruit students to come to the University of Iowa, spent and is President of their
Longwood.
his Junior year studying Board of Directors. He Is
abroad in Beirut, Lebanon, President of the Prince Edand received his Juris Doctor ward County Branch of the
from the University of Vir- NAACP.

Farmvllle, VA

SGA To Poll Students
Attitudes On
Athletics
By SHANNON NUNNALLY
A poll by the student
government association will
be distributed on Wednesday,
February 14. during lunch in
the upper and lower dining
halls. The purpose of this poll
is to collect the varied opinions of the student body on
several issues dealing with
the proposed changes In
Longwood's athletic programs. The results of this
poll and the student forums
will help the SGA to form a
student wide opinion. After
compiling these results a representative from the SGA will
present them to the Board of
Visitors.
The results of this poll will
be available at another Student forum on Thursday,
February 15 at 12:45 in the
Red, White and Green Rooms,
These forums are designed to*
get a total student body
opinion of the proposed
changes. The SGA encourages
both students for and against
to attend. This is your last
opportunity to express your
concerns before the Board of
Visitors meets to begin making their decision. Please
come and show your support
at the student forum on
Thursday.
As a part of Black History
Month at Longwood College.
the film "The Lost Generation"
was shown twice this month,
This film is about the 1959
closing of public schools in
Prince Edward County. The
reason the schools were
closed was that the state had
decided to integrate its school
systems. The white residents
of Farmvllle and surrounding
areas did not want their children attending school with
blacks. They did not understand why the blacks could
not Just stay in their own
public schools. The truth was
that blacks were receiving an
education far inferior to that
of the whites.
The result of the Integrationofthe public schools was
the closing of them. The
county was run by whites.
and apparently they made a
decision to close the schools

until it was decided what
should be done. The schools
were closed for approximately
four years. The effects of this
closing were great. Many
children could not attend
school. In order to attend a
neighboring county school,
they had to be a resident of
that county. Families could
not or would not move. Many
families did not want to be
separated from their children,
so they did not send their
children to live with family or
friends. Many did send their
children away for the sake of
their education. Teachers who
were put out of work moved
to find work elsewhere, although some remained to educate those who could not
attend school. Those who
could not attend school fell
behind In their studies be
cause the resources were not
available to keep up their ed
ucations.
Meanwhile the people who
could afford it (whites) were
building a private school Prince Edward Academy. The
whites were able to provide
their children with an educatlon, while the blacks waited
for the public schools to reopen.
The schools were finally
reopened in 1964. The Prince
Edward public schools were
once again filled, but they
filled with virtually all blark
students. The Academy had
all white students. This trend
continued for many years but
is now beginning to change.
The public schools now have
about a one-to-one ratio of
blacks and whites,
For anyone who is not familiar with the history of
Farmvllle. this film Is quite an
awakening to the reality of
the history of racism here and
throughouUhe coupjjy.
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor.
I am sitting here In class,
scrunched up. behind a prehistoric desk with 1969 graffiti on Its eight and a half by
eleven Inch top. As I move
around to try and make myself comfortable, the whole
thing shifts, and the arm rest
snags my sweater. It seems as
If one of the legs Is considerably shorter than the other
three. As I look around the
room. I see that the other
students have the same"rocking desks", as well. I am
really hoping that the desk
(which closely resembles a
shop project my brother did
In 7th grade) will remain In
one piece for at least until
class in over. I think back to
hl^h school days when the
desks were big, new and
metal. Then 1 look at my
tuition go up. and I think: "I
am paying more In my college
tuition for cable television,
and a phone system that has
yet to prove worthy of any
money. Yet, In the class room,
where most of the learning In

college occurs. I sit In a desk
that is not even of this
decade." I am wondering
where the priority in this
college lies. Before work on
Grainger began, we had to
have a 23rd century phone
system. Why are we here? To
call home? I understand that
the phone system Is the way
of the future; HBO and MTV
are great, but a college Is.
first, a place of learning. The
place where I spend most of
my learning time Is sitting In
a half petrified wooden desk,
reading things like "CLASS of
69 RULZ."
Mary Shriner

A couple of days later I saw
that same word on a flyer for
the presentation of "Ma
Rainey's Black Bottom".
People have always been
afraid of what's different;
afraid to look at someone else
and not see a mirror image of
themselves. Whether It Is
race, nationality, religion, or
politics we feel more comfortable around those who
look like we do and share our
ideas and beliefs. ITS SAFER

What's worse. Is that this
fear makes us fall Into the
trap of stereotyping. We
KNOW that we should not
generalize. We KNOW
it shows closed mindedness
and inability to grasp the
concept of individuality. Yet.
we do it. We unjustly attack
the members of a whole race
or group without ever taking
the time to reflect on what we
Dear Editor.
Going up the steps of are actually doing.
North Cunningham, I noticed
The purpose of education
a fiyer for a black fraternity's is to help people mature both
interest meeting. On it. academically and ideologiwritten In capital letters with cally. Through knowledge we
a black magic marker, was a are able to dismiss our fears
word repeated several times; and learn to see people and
a malicious epithet Intended things for what they really
to insult blacks: "NIGGERS". are—not for what someone

else taught us to see them.
Isn't it sad. then, that
a preconceived notion such as
prejudice can shadow a COLLEGE STUDENTS attitude?
Josephine Nikolakakl
senior

Dear Rush Crush.
The sorority girls were
right when they told you you
are "special". Take one moment and pull yourself out of
self-pity to understand what a
wonderful opportunity you
had. Many people don't participate in such events because they don't want to get
emotionally attached to
something they Just can't afford. You do have a chance to
be one of "them." You can go
to open rush parties or there's
always next year. Open your
eyes and realize you don't
have to be great to have lifelong friends. Be happy you're
not struggling to earn money
Just to stay in school. Extend
your mind and realize you're
not the only one who got their
heart broken last week.
Name withheld
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WON I JUST OOUT UNDERSTAND VJM1 THE HOUSE AND
SO J ATE WASHED TO OVERRIDE MX VETO THOSE KIDS
W il_l_ BE FINE "SACX- HOME
|W CHINA'

PCOPLE-n-UMlCTHE CHWESE
ARE KJU-EK-V THE.T CAMT
FORAET ABOUT THE ONE
INCIDENT BACK IN JUKJE f

YO-u>ii IS ANDK£\N"Di^E"
Cl AX -I fAHEK^TOTALKTO
L A»OU". CiUWS*«OSES
MOM' AWEU-TTOUJUSTA.
LlTTl fc HAST f ABOUT JUMPING

EC...| MEAN THIS ISSUE..'
WELL KIDS, JUST FOR TOUR
INPOR^ATION.TWECUNS t
(ZoSeS WLHACER HAS A SECRET
•JAME "8LX1R".-THATS
KidHT "THCT WEREJoST^v.UG
eREDT TO THiER MANAGEr*.•'
AND ANOTHER TWIN6; /
. AM SICK. AND TlReD OF
BElMu JUMPED ON FOR MX
INNOCENT <Z£>vV4£K£<

BESrDES... WOW DO vj£
KNOW IT REAU-X DID
HAPPEN?

ALL. WE SAW WAS UVE
BeOADCAiTS AND vioeoTApeo
SHOOTINGS • THAT rsNT REAL.
peooF... is IT?
BESIDES -THOSE KJDS WONT
HAV/e TO BEPONlSHED FOC
THE OJeS WHO ACTUAUCY ,
PROTESTED IN CHINA-RJCHT?

TEAW. .WHEN I SAID I WAS
£ONNA SEE MX OLD LADX AND
'LAf SOME PIPE".. I MEANT .
1 WAS C&MA f=»* HER.SIUK.'
AND WWEM ISAIDVWE.
WEPJE. CONNA'RuB UO-lES
. 1 MEANT, wE WERC
C.ONNA PET THESE UT\L£
BABlES RIGHT HERE '

TOUSE £OTS TX3NT6 N£ US
PERFORMERS ANT CREDIT FOR
c^OOD TASTE ...IF I WASN'T
A PROFESS IOMAL IDE TE4_l_
YOU Al_l_ TDC\0 (btttfr OFF
^ DIC•• OOPS ER -. I MEAi4
TAKE OFF AWDFUT, YEAH'..
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ROTUNDA
POLICY
The opinions expressed in
The Rotunda are not
necessarily
those
of
Longwood College.
its
students, staff, administration or trustees. Columns,
letters, and cartoons represent the view of their author.
Unsigned editorials represent
the majority opinion of the
editorial board.
All letters to the Editor
must be signed, typed or
printed neatly, and state the
author's years. The Editor
and stuff reserve the right to
edit any material submitted
for publication.
Any contributions should
be addressed to The Rotunda, Uox 1133. Deadline for
articles if 4:00 p.m. Friday
prior to the Tuesday publication date and these should
be placed in the envelope on
the Publication door in
Lankford. Letters, personals,
etc. are due on the officedoor by midnight Sunday.
Published weekly since
1920 by the students of
Longwood College, The
Rotunda is an American
Scholastic Press Association
award winning newspaper.
Questions or comments
should be directed to our
main office at Box 1 133 or
(804) 395-2120.

Louisiana Author
Tells Story

Baby Waynesboro Concert
Choir
with
the Bath
Water

Shirley Ann Grau. a nov- terSf uke the Louisiana flshelist from Louisiana, will be ermen who live in tune with
featured in the next Authors nature but must fight it to
Series reading at Longwood survive.
College.
Grau's third novel, The
She will read from and dis- Keepers 0j the House, deals
cuss her work on Wednesday ^^ a family ^^ riseg above
evening. Feb. 14. at 8 p.m. in the hypocrisy and prejudices
By DAWN JAR VIS
Wygal Auditorium. The of ^tActy .Published in 1964.
"Baby
with the Bathwater"
program is open to the public rhe novel won a puller Prize,
is
a
biting,
bitter comedy with
free of charge.
Slnce that tlmCf Grau has
a
sting
of
seriousness. The
Grau is the author of five publlshed a seCond collection
novels and three collections of of short storleSi The Wlnd play is based on the life of an
short stories. Critics have shijtlng West. in 1973; two American Family in the socipraised her "uniquely female more novels _ The condor ety of today's world. Thereimagery" and her ability to pQSSes m 1971 and Evidence fore, this play, dealing with
"emphathize with each char- ^^^ ln l977. andacollec- both comedy and concern,
has something to offer each
acter.'
tion of novellas entitled Nine individual member of the
S hC
Ub Sh d
er
, ^
! f J?
in 1985.
audience.
work.
The Black
Prince ""i
and Women
Grau was bom ln New Qr.
The cast of twelve is well
Other Stories, in 1955 when leans In 1929 Her father was
into
the middle of their reshe was 26 years old. This a dentIsti and she describes
hearsals.
The actors, direcwas followed by her first her famlly as "ordinary midnovels. The Hard Blue Sky ln dle dass whlte Protestant." tors, and crews have been
1958 and The House on she attended Tujane univer- working diligently the past
couple weeks in preparation
Collseum Street ln 1961.
Sity. where she met her future
The themes of these early husband, james Kern for the production's opening.
works include the plight of Felbleman. a philosophy pro- With other productions on
the "southern lady." trapped fesSor. They were married ln Jarman stage in the weeks to
somewhere between the past 1955i have four chUdren. and come, the construction crew
is having to create a complete
and the present; the disap- now live in Metairie. La.
mobile set.
pearance of values in the
The play covers a time
shell of southern society;"
Frame
of thirty years. It opens
and her "primitive" characwith the parents. Helen and
John, discussing the sex of
their newborn baby. Halfway
through the play, the
audience realizes that the
parents have decided their
The anti-SAT (Scholastic tests), and there Is growing child is a girl and name her
Achievement Test) movement pressure in English and math Daisy. It is not until Daisy is
gained more steam Jan. 24 as classes to teach only what Is twelve years old that "she"
discovers "she's" a he. As one
the leaders of almost 50 na- on the tests." he charged.
Neill.
along
with
groups
might Imagine, this creates
tional education groups called
on schools to stop giving such as the American an "identity" crisis for Daisy.
students
standardized, Federation of Teachers. Daisy has other problems as
Council for Basic Education well; such as trying to relate
multiple choice tests.
The groups, organized by and the Institute for Learning to the opposite sex. since
FalrTest. a Cambridge. Mass.- and Teaching, proposed that Daisy is uncertain which sex
he/she is. Daisy's confusion
based critic of the SAT. urged schools do away with workschools
to
create sheets and drills, and instead, becomes a delight for the au"performance portfolios" to have more hands-on projects.
dience in this bizarre comedy
replace standardized tests as
"In public education, dally that spoofs the parent-child
measures of students' educa- work is controlled by multiple relationship.
tional progress.
Chris Hoover plays the role
choice. We believe it is more
Such a change, of course, Important that students of Daisy that Is a challenge
would drastically alter the understand things such as for the actor. He is only given
way colleges decide who to the scientific method rather about fifteen seconds to
admit.
than to memorize facts." Neill change from one complex
"It would change things said.
mood to the next. In requite a bit." said Gretchen
Hoping to diminish the hearsals. Chris is progressing
Young, assistant dean of ad- importance of test scores well in this challenging role.
missions at Georgia State that, in turn, could deter
Andrew Wheeler is playing
University.
some students from applying the role of John. Daisy's faYoung, who says SAT and to certain campuses, 44 ther. When asked what it is
ACT scores help make fair colleges announced in like playing the role of an alJudgements on potential stu- October they would stop coholic, he replied. "It's hard
dents' success, predicts GSU reporting the average SAT to bring the character to life
would put more emphasis on scores of their new freshmen. and make it believable for the
students' high school courses, They agreed to repoit only the audience." He notes that the
grade-point averages and ex- range of scores.
character is "... basically ...
tracurricular activities if test
Babson, Hampshire. Lewis insane."
scores were abolished.
and Clark, and Simmons colThe production of "Baby
Monty Neill of FairTest leges. Carnegie Mellon. Har- with the Bathwater" will be
contended that, by relying on vard. Syracuse and Texas presented on Jarman stage
multiple choice test scores, Christian universities, as well on February 21-24. 1990 at 8
schools, hoping to prove as the universities of p.m.
themselves by amassing high Michigan. Rochester, Tulsa
scores, have switched to and Washington were among
teaching students how to the schools that agreed to repass memory tests instead of port ranges of scores.
teaching them how to think.
"Many high schools hire
coaches (to help with the

End Of SAT May
Be Near

The Concert Choir from chosen by audition from the
Waynesboro High School will 900 students enrolled at
perform at Longwood College Waynesboro High School. The
on Tuesday evening. Feb. 13, annual annoucement of acat 8 o'clock in Wygal Recital cepted singers stirs as much
Hall. The concert is open to excitement in the school and
the public free of charge.
community as does the comThe 64-voice choir will sing position of the football or
a variety of choral works, basketball team.
including 17th- and 18thThe choir goes on tour
century compositions by each spring and has
Haydn and Handel: 'Touro- performed in Washington
Louro-Louro." a 17th-century Square in New York City, at
French carol; three spirituals; Westminster Choir College in
the well-loved hymn. 'When I New Jersey, at the National
Survey the Wondrous Cross;" Cathedral ln Washington. DC.
"You'll Never Walk Alone" and at many other locations
from Carousel; and The Wind from North Carolina to New
Beneath My Wings." a recent York.
mega-hit for Bette Midler.
The Waynesboro-East AuThe program will close with gusta Chamber of Commerce
"The Lord Bless You and Keep recently awarded its Civic
You." which has concluded Service Award to the young
every concert the choir has musicians, who are affecgiven since 1966.
tionately culled 'Waynesboro's
The Waynesboro choir is Singing Ambassadors."
directed by Roger Zimmer'This is one of the finest
man, supervisor of music and choral groups in Virginia and
director of choral activities for has been for many years."
the Waynesboro City schools. said Dr. Donald Trott. direcHe organized the group tor of choral activities at
almost 25 years ago and has Longwood. "As a former
guided its development into a member of the choir myself.
source of pride for the school I'm very pleased and excited
and
the
Waynesboro to have them perform here at
Longwood. I hope many peocommunity.
Members of the choir are ple will come out to hear
them."

Chinese Students
Detest Deportation

Leaders oi Chinese stu- University and another, undents studying in the United named. Boston-area campus.
States say they are Hoping to re-establish
"disappointed" that Congress contact with the Chinese govfalled to override President ernment, however. President
Bush's veto of a bill that Bush ln December vetoed a
would have them stay in the bill that would have let ChiU.S.. and are "really worried" nese nationals stay ln the U.
the president might break his s. indefinitely,
promise not to send them At the same time, he
home yet.
issued an executive order
On Jan. 25. the U. S. saying that, while he didn't
Senate fell four votes short of want to sign the bill, he would
overturning Bush's veto of a not force anyone to leave the
bill that would have ensured u. S.
that the 40.000 Chinese
"No student, as long as I
students and scholars on U. am president, will be sent
S. campuses this year could back." Bush pledged,
stay here even after their
Nevertheless. Chinese stuvisas expire.
dents are fearful that, without
China, of course, has exe- a law on the books. Bush
cuted or uprooted thousands mlght find it diplomatically
of students who participated neces9ary to send them
in the pro-democracy move- home,
ment there. Chinese students
-We feei vcrv disaphere vigorously protested the pointed." said Xu Guanghan
June massacre of an esti- of the Association of Chinese
mated 3.000 pro-democracy students and Scholars at
activists in Beijing. Many of stanford University. "Were
the students who marched ln real|y worrtcd that President
front of Chinese government Busn mlght reVoke his cxecuofflces ln the U. S. had their Uve order. His understanding
pictures taken by diplomatic differs from our understandofflcials. and fear they will tng 0f wnat is a normal situ
have to stand trial if they are atlon ln china."
sent home.
Under Chinese law. stu
Two of China's "most dents whose visas expire
wanted" pro-democracy ac- must retUrn to China for two
tivtsts — Pel Min Xln andyears before they can apply
Wu'er Kaixl - are now study- for a new ^sdi_
ing ln the U. S.. at Harvard
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Don't Let the
SUN Set
By The Student Union
Board
Its Wednesday night,
there's nothing to do ... and
there won't be anything to do.
The SUN is setting on Longwood College and may not
rise again without the coopion and participation of
the student body.
Aside from weekend parwouldn't it be nice to
have events dining the week
to relieve the stress, the
boredom, and have a good
laugh? Such events do exist!
The Student Union Board
provides a variety of activities
such
as
music i a n s ,
comedians, lecturers, bands
and movies. Recently the
Student Union Board brought
a beach party to the Gold
Room with free ice cream and
great entertainment and also
a chance to win $500 with the
hilarious game show Blizzard
of Bucks.
Were you not aware or do
you not care? If you're not interested in a chance at $500.
what are you interested in?
The Student Union Board
cares and wants to know. The
Student Union Board consists
of 15 people who are
supposed to represent the
wants and needs of the
student body, but without
your input we must rely on
our personal preferences and
hope you agree.
In order to improve and
expand the Student Union

Board activities we must increase our membership. General meetings are held the
first Thursday of every month
at 6:00. for all those who are
interested we encourage you
to attend and we look forward
to seeing you.
February is Black History
Month and the Student Union
Board had planned many ac'ivities to honor this month
along with a lecture on media
and censorship. Kevin
Spencer - a magician, and
box office hit movies such as
Turner and Hooch, Mississippi Burning. Weekend at
Bernies and Field of Dreams
Just to mention a few. And
don't forget Spring Weekend
is only 2 months away and so
far the activities include several bands, magazine pictures, and possibly a hot air
balloon and much more.
Get involved, you can
make a difference. Spring
Weekend is one of Longwood's
great traditions but your help
is needed to make this a
reality. Get inve'ved. next
semester is in tr : planning
and we want anu need your
opinions. Don't let the S-UN
set — participate and enjoy
the Student Union Board
activities and help plan your
future events.
The next meeting is Thursday. March 1 at 6:00 is conference room 1 Lankford.
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!!!

Black History Month
Is Underway
By SHERRY GATEWOOD
February has been nationally established as Black
History Month. It all began in
the 1930s when blacks began
to actively protest racial oppression. The National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People went to the
Supreme Court over the
issues of racial discrimination
in schools and in 1954 it was
declared unconstitutional.
The Civil Right Era was
born in 1955 when Rosa
Parks, a colored woman, was
arrested in Alabama for her
refusal to give up her seat on
a city bus to a white man.
Activist groups such as the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee fought nonviolently for equal rights.
Other groups, such as the
Black Muslims resorted to
more violent tactics leading to
demonstrations and mobs. In
turn, when the groups were
attacked
by
white
supremacists it only reinforced their message and the
ranks of the black groups
grew.
Lyndon Johnson helped to
pass legislation for the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 which prohibited racial discrimination
in the areas of voting, education, employment, and public
accommodations. However, in
many areas the Act was
not upheld and cases of discrimination
were
still

widespread. Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s assassination in
1968 shocked the world. It
touched off riots in one hundred and twenty-five cities
across the nation.
Gradually, blacks began
to be elected to public office
and highly prestigious jobs to
which they had earlier been
denied. Over the years, much
progress has been made for
the equal rights of blacks as
well as other minorities.
Ms. Brenda Cross, Director
of Minority Affairs, has established a committee to plan
school-wide events during the
month of February. They have
scheduled a wide variety of
exibits to generate interest
and explain the history of
black people in America.
Among these are a talent
show, the play Ma Rainey's
Black Bottom in Jarman auditorium, and a concert given
by the Royal Supremes and
ABS choir composed of both
campus students and area
townspeople. Also, the dining
hall
is
sponsoring
a multicultural dinner with a
wide variety of ethnic recipes
at the end of this month. In
the talent show, there will be
skits re-enacting the ROSA
Parks episode as well as excerpts from the Martin Luther
King Jr. speeches.
Ms. Cross would like to
extend special thanks to her
Black History Month Committee which planned and coordinated February's events."

I couldn't do it by myself, they
did the work", she said. The
committee was composed of
volunteers from professors,
students, our administrative
staff, and others associated
with Longwood College.

New
Longwood
ROTC
Unit Crest
The Institute of Heraldry
has approved a unit crest for
Longwood College ROTC
Cadets. This crest, worn on
the uniform of all cadets and
instructors indicates that the
Army has recognized the
Longwood Battalion as a distinct military organization,
entitled to its own traditions
and history. The crest, symbolic of Longwood. is blue and
silver in color and features a
stylized Rotunda. The motto
of the Longwood Battalion is
"through difficulties to
honor." which is inscribed
above and below the crest.

'

Millions of Students May Lose Aid
Even as he called in his slightly less than half of what
Jan. 31 State of the Union is needed 10 keep up with inaddress to reform American flation. The proposed budget
schools. President George will supply money to the U. S.
Bush proposed a federal bud- Department of Education,
get that would cause more which administers most fedthan a million collegians to eral college programs, for the
lose all or part of their flnan- Oct. 1. 1990 through Sept.
30. 1991 fiscal year.
Clal aid. observers maintained.
"Bush ran on the platform
More than 300.000 stu- that education was impordents would lose aid if two tant, but he has yet to show
Bush budget items — to kill that. What he has done with
the State Student Incentive the budget goes against evI .tint (SSIG) program and cut erything he said," asserted
funding for Perkins Student
University of Missouri at
Loans — pass.
Columbia graduate student
Another 1.3 million stuScott Cook.
dents would lose $200 Pell
"He might be saving some
Grants or have their grants bucks now. but I wonder how
cut by $50 if Congress ap
much it will hurt us in the
proves Bush's proposals.
long run. If people have to
The president also prodrop out of school because
posed cutting funding for the they can't afford it. (the U. S.)
Cd
hv^7 mtl,,
m?npr
^am
'Ul
will become less competitive
n S U
ent
h,S
c^iL
°u l ! * !
in the world market." Cook
school year, by $500 million, added.
down to a total 3.3 billion.
Bush's first solo effort isn't
The $1.23 trillion budget much different from the Reafor the nation includes $24.6 gan years. Last year Bush
billion for education — up could only make amendments
from $24.1 billion — but it is to the budget that then-Presi-

dent Ronald Reagan had submitted previously.
"Unfortunately, there isn't
much of a difference between
the two. Just as Reagan tried
to do away with programs, so
is Bush. The only difference is
Bush doesn't publish it,"
USSA's Lieberman said.
The only real difference between Bush and Reagan,
NASFAAs Martin said, is that
Bush doesn't make large.
the
sweeping c uts in
education budget.
"w! SJBUS4h) n°« *?"£ *.
(f
higher education), but at
_, £5
least
he's ™,
not ».IH«taking .,.,.
large
cuts." Martin said.
During his first years in
office, Reagan asked Congress
to slash as much as 50
percent of the federal college
budget. In the early 80s,
^
fact
did
ln
5°"*""
,
or
drastlcall
reduce
y
eliminate the budgets for student Social Security. Perkins
Student Loans, campus
housing and library programs, black colleges. College
Work-Study. Pell Grants.
Stafford Loans and Middle

Income Student Assistance
funds, to name some.
Of that amount, a $500
million increase — to $1.9
billion — goes for the Head
start program. which helps
underprivileged preschoolers.
"He's certainly not the
Education President when it
comes to funds." added
Susan Frost of the Committee
for Education Funding (CEF).
Washlngtoni
D. C. lobbying
B
„rmin
6
"I?s a mistake to measure
Bush's commitment by the
TZZL'~t l7"'"'Z'uL\^nX^
amount of money he spends.
countered David Boaz of the
Cato Institute, a conservative
think tank that says more
money Isn't the key to improving education.
Student and college lobbyists in Washington. D.C.
however, contend money is a
key.
"Unless (Bush) Increases
grants and loans, he's not
helping. What good is getting
students prepared to go to
college if they cant get
financial aid?" asked Janet
Lieberman of the United

"

■"

"

States Student Association
(USSA). a Washington. D. C.
group that represents student
government presidents.
The administration as
sumes students who can't get
loans will turn to the Pell
Grant program for aid.
While Bush did propose
increasing Pell Grant funding
by $473 million, it's less than
the 4.5 percent increase
ne ed d to
^ep up with the
n «;
inflation rate. In addition, all
but 100 m lon
*
)»
of the added
money would go toward covering Gramm-Rudman deficit
red*ct|on requlrements for
1989 and 1990.
As a result, some analysts
predict
about
14.000
students would lose their
$200 grants altogether, and
another 1.3 million students
would have their awards cut
by $50.
The
budget
"shows
insensitivity to students who
need financial help. I think it
will definitely cause some
students not to go to college."
said Arizona State University
student Michael Thompson.
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eature
Gorky Park: Still Cold Greatest Lectures
Lives On

By FISH MACGILL
Rotunda Music Critic
Let me be the first to tell
you, I'm all for the thawing of
U.S./Soviet relations and I
fully support all of the recent
democratization of the Eastern Bloc that rocked through
1989. I'm glad because the
people of those nations are
getting the first chance in
generations to guide themselves in politics and are
testing the sweet sensation of
freedom, something that you
and I take for granted.
One of the better advantages of this "thaw." is the
import of Soviet music across
the Atlantic and on to our radio stations and MTV. First
there was Boris Grebcnshikov, the Bob Dylan of the
Soviet Union. With his success paving the way for metal
mavens Gorky Park. No. they
didn't name themselves after
the wretched movie of the
same name, I'm going to assume that they named themselves after a park of some
sort named after Maxim
Gorky. But enough of the
petty banter, let me present,
for your entertainment and
edification a review of Gorky
Park.
A friend of the Fish came
knocking on my door late last
night, okay, more like
pounding her fists like Buddy
Rich doing a drum solo,
telling me that she was tired
of reading reviews of bands
with names like Flaming Lips,
the Dead Milkmen, and the
Pogues. She said she wanted
sonic diversity, or rather, she
wanted a review of something
that she enjoyed listening to.
something that was hard and
abrasive, yet managed to
break the top forty. I told her
if she had something
available right then and there,
that I would. Much to my
horror, she called my bluff

and produced Gorky Park's
debut recording. "What the
hell?" I said to myself, and bid
her goodnight, went back into
my subterranean passage
that passes for a dorm room
and stuck the cassette into
the cassette deck and
proceeded to listen.
I was shocked and surprised at what I heard emanating from four Hitachi 80watt speakers. I had expected
to hear Russian being
screamed cacophonously over
very loud guitars, sounding
akin to large rodents being
run over by a steamroller.
Wnat I heard was loud, but it
was melodic. These five lads
from the "Motherland" don't
know what they're doing, and
more importantly, it seems
that they enjoy doing it. They
make bland music, are kind
enough to sing in English,
and their songs are a mix of
ballads, political themes, and
raucous. Not what I would
expect from a heavymetal/glam-rock
band
(whatever the genre is called
now).
Gorky Park consists Alexei
Belov. who plays guitars, the
balalaiks (whatever the hell
that is) and does backing vocals; Nikolai Noskov sings
vox; "Big" Sasha Minkov plays
bass; Jan Ianenkov plavs
electric and acoustic guitars;
and Sasha Lvov plays the
drums. I guess the reason
why Gorky Park doesn't
sound so good is best understood in the band's motto:
"Rock and Roll is our religion
— what we believe in and
what our souls live on. Being
patient and openhearted
brings back joy to the spirit
and dispells the bitterness
and pain. That's the great
happiness and joy of believers
in the self and in rock and

roll."
Now
that
Is
philosophical, heavy and
deep.
Although the fact that a
Soviet and making waves In
America is notable and admirable, the quality of the
music is not altogether mindblowing. I must admit that it's
catchy and melodic, but other
than that, and the fact that
they are Russian, there's really very little else mentionable about the band. The first
track "Bang" is the only erstwhile track on the recording,
and we have all seen that put
into heavy rotation on MTV.
Of course. MTV will play
anything that isn't reckless
and daring, hence the
amount of crap that gets
played by Kevin Seal and
would be headbanger Adam
Curry. Noskov's vocals sound
like a mix of Bon Jovi, hardly
surprising, since the album
was produced by Jon Bon
Jovi and Richie Sambora of
Bon Jovi fame. There is a
cover of the Who's "My
Generation." which I'm
reasonably sure that Pete
Townshend has heard the
song and probably would like
to strangle the group one by
one.
One the Fish MacGill music-making scale. Gorky Park
only garners a paltry two
stars out of five. I'd like to see
a lot more Soviet bands
crossover into America, but I
hope that they will have a
little more originality, and
less banality. I don't recommend that you purchase this
one campers, Just copy it
from a friend.

By CHRISTINE WHITE
Last spring, the Cunninghams residence hall established an in-house lecture series which gave students the
chance to hear faculty and
staff speak on topics that
were of great personal interest
to them. Consisting of ten
unique and outstanding programs. "The Cunninghams
Greatest Lecture Series"
proved to be a popular offering that created many opportunities for students to interact with faculty, learning outside the formal classroom,
and promote Longwood as a
place where individuals could
gather together to form a true
"community of scholars."
In December the series
held its first lecture of the
1989-90 year. "Children and
Television", with Frank Howe
of the Department of Education. Approximately 100 students came to hear Mr. Howe
All programs will be held
on the 4th Floor of South
Cunningham and everyone is
Invited to attend!

talk about the impact of Sat
urday morning television
shows on the cognitive dcvel
oprr.ent of children.
Most recently. Brenda
Cross. Sarah Young and
Kathy Taylor presented "With
Both Eyes Open". As facilitators, they led a thought-pro
voklng and open discussion
about gender and ethnic is
sues in the classroom. Those
in attendance offered many
insightful opinion and comments about racism and
sexism in our society today.
For the remainder of this
semester, the following three
lectures have been scheduled:
February 19. 7:00 p.m. Cuba: Yesterday and Today.
Dr. Maria Millian-Silveira
March 6. 7:00 p.m. - Dating Dos and Donts. Niki Fal
lis
April 24, 7:00 p.m. - Yoga
Relaxation Techniques. Joann
Bibb

$100 REWARD
for information leading to the arrest and conviction on felony charges of the individual who stole
the human skull from the Science Building last
week. Contact Campus Police.

CPPC SPRING RECRUITER SCHEDULE

FBBEOMY
13
Mil'.

15
21
22
27

U.S. Bureau of the Census (New Smoker)
U.S. Marines (New Smoker)
Mutual of Omaha*
Bear Creek Lake State Park (New Smoker)
state Police (New Smoker)
State Farm Insurance*

BMj
6
7
20421
22
30

F.N. Wolf*
Harris Teeter*
U.S. Marines (New Smoker)
Peebles Dept. Stores*
Defense Logistics Agency*

11
25-27

K-Mart Apparel*
U.S. Marines (New Smoker)

•Seniors must sign-up in advance at CPPC, 2nd
Floor South Ruffner. Resumes must be completed
before the interview. Interviewing skills and
resume writing workshops are held throughout
the semester.

SARAH RAFFETTO
In last week's Longwood
Speaks Out column, an error
was made In Ms. Raffetto's
statement. The correction Is
below:
Our sports are doing fine
in Division II and if we have
the money to get football then
we definitely have the money
to keep our teams In Division
II and add the additional
sports.

Grainger? Glowing in the dark? Pteu rr«iU H BTUM o«nu
Some of you may have noticed the truck parked in Imni
of Grainger. So if you happen to see a faint glow at night. Just
blame it on the renovation project.

DO YOU WANT ONE OF THOSE "GENUINE LONGWOOD"
Budwelser* Logo or Longwood HighLife
T-shirts?
100% Cotton, pre-shrunk - All Sizes

$12
Tank Tops... $10 - Sweat Shirts... $20
Send name, address, type, size and payment to
Rat & Co., P. 0. Box 36402, Richmond, VA 23235
Budw«it*r it a ragittwad uadama* of Anhauta* Bu»<* inc
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Sessions and Sessions Dates
I 11st 3 Week Session May 21June 8
First 4 Week Session June
18-July 13
Sei ond 4 Week Session July
16-August 10
Registration for courses can
be done in person or by mail
until 3:00 the Wednesday
before classes begin.
Course offerings and other
information can be found in
(he summer school catalogue
and calendar, which is available at the Registrar's Office.
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Personal
Party Suite: — Let's have a
lot of fun this weekend! We
will see if the "guys" are men
or boys. Remember to behave
Kelly! — B. S.
Maria Hawn. Your the best
little sis in the whole world.
Congratulations on your new
standards position. I'm proud
of you. — Love, your big sis
Pam Oglevee — Congratulations on initiation to Alpha
Delta Pi! I'm proud of you! —
Love, your Roomie

"DaVina" — Happy ValenEddy — It's great being tine's Day. Let's hope for No
your roomie - popcorn and more UW dissintegratlon. — I
peanut butter, fights about love ya! Cupid C
speakers, "who's alarm is It?"
1 a.m. calls from Davy, and
"Ms Down-to Earth?" —
singing ourselves to sleep. I Happy Valentine's Day.
tvuv you babeeee! — Krishy
roomie. Easy with the weekend afternoon activities! — I
Hey SUn — Thanks so love ya! Cupid C
much for everything. Your
negative forces and being my
"Mas C and Mrs. Stu" —
body guard. Remember you Happy Valentine's Day, Girlshort, ugly nerd; but you're friends. How did you ever get
not nerdy. you're kinda cute, those nicknames? — You're
but you are SHORT! I love ya awesome! Love. Cupid C
anyways though! — Erin
"Ms Free Falling" — What
Elizabeth — I want my are you doing in that elevamoney now — it's been tor? Falling with 1. 2. 3. or
months. I'm sure Jenny how many! — Love ya! Cupid
would like hers too. but I C
wouldn't know because she's
too nice to ask for it. Haven't
2nd floor TABB — HAPPY
you ever heard of paying back Valentine's Day — Love Nancy
debts? —Erin
To my stupid neighbor who
Lightning Lips. — The
wanted a personal from me. sight of you makes my heart
It's been great living next door skip a beat. The sound of
to you two. Jen, thanks for your voice is so very sweet.
taking such good care of Davy Your scent makes me tingle.
Dolphin. I'm glad you two can So let's mingle. — Absolutely
live next door to Kristi and I. Beautiful
since we are so loud and obCongratulations to the new
noxious!! H- why don't you pledges of Alpha Phi Omega.
put those sweats up all the You guys are great! APO Love.
way. J- Cough, cough, cough. — KimW.
Hey, bey Superman. Take the
i hallenge!! — Love, Erin
Alex Darling — I just LOVE
watching you play raquetball.
To the Sisters and Pledges
of ZTA — Happy Valentine's
Lil Aims — Just wanted to
1 >.iv. You guys are the best! — let you know what a great
Live. Claudia
friend you are and that my
closet is your closet — Your
ALA is having an Open lesbian neighbor
House on Monday. February
12. 1990 at 7:00 third floor
Scammaster — Although
Stubbs. Everyone is invited!
we don't always show it. We
really do enjoy your before
I.ori L. — Good luck with class, after class, before dinpledging. You'll do a great job. ner, late night SB visits.
I in be re if you need me. AIK)
P.S. Beware of the wall. —
Love and mine — Kim
Kristi and Erin
K.B. — Would you PLEASE
Kim — So glad you won't
Stop laying those deadly
ones.'! I think we Just may be putting anymore cigarettes
suffocate each other soon! out on that ring. — Kristi
Your turn to bang up the
Elizabeth H. H. — You reclothes — ED.
ally need to grow up hon!
HI B-B - Thanks for Love — the ones you don't
putting up with me and being associate with anymore.
my mailman: rather, my
mailwomanl Did you really
Martha
lose it in a tree?! Happy Day
You're the Best sister-mom
BBI Love —Your BB
ever! We make an awesome
Congratulations to the new team! Thanx for everything! 1
ASn initiates, you guys are couldn't be more happier! I
great. We love you. — Love love you tons too! — Your kid.
Monica
the sisters of AAn

Congratulations Riley.
Finance and Econ Club
Meeting - Feb. 12 6:30 p.m. Russ, Shawn. Edison and
Room 106. Hiner Building. All Alan on pledging Alpha Chi
Rho. Keep your head high,
business majors welcome.
take it in stride, it will be over
Sharon - Where are we before you know it, so pay atgoing? What are we taking? tention to detail. Good luck
Do you have a map? Thanks and wear your pin with pride
for always being there. ANAPIZEI0E.
Remember - 1 weekend a
month - all over Virginia.
To all PBA-PBTT Brothers
Love ya. Kim
and Sisters the time has come
for all good things to come toThe Cunninghams Greatgether.
Let's party nuts at the
est Lecture Series presents
cafe
Feb.
8. 1990. The Rho's
"Cuba: Yesterday and Today
will
stumble!
with Dr. Maria Millian Silveira
on Monday. February 19 at 7
Bob and Jenz - Thanks for
p.m.. 4th floor South Cunmy
great presents. I loved
ningham. The impact of
them
all. Also, thank you for
communism, the economy
coming
with me on my rescue
and why Cubans have
mission.
Love ya. NIK
left their country will be the
focus of Dr. Silveira's discusK.P. - You're awesome,
sion. Questions and group
keep
working on your songs
participation will be highly
and
someday
you'll be famous
encouraged! Refreshments
Love
NIK
available.
Off-Campus/Commuter
Students: You have a mailbox
in the commuter lounge.
Room 211 — Lankford. Some
people have urgent mail in
their boxes. Please check
yours!
Squibby - Keep practicing
as your pageant nears! You
will do great and look outstanding in your bathing suit.
Take care and hope to see you
soon! Love. Dave

WANTED:
Someone energetic,
dedicated, motivated,
creative and excited
about becoming part of
the residence life team!
If you've got what it takes to
be an R.A., meet us at the
Student Union Conference
Rooms for an interest meeting
February 13th from 7-8 or
February 14 from 7-8.

WE COULD MAKE THE
PERFECT MATCH!
Call Cindi, ex. 2691 or
Charlie, ex. 2118
for questions.

The Sisters of Alpha Delta
Pi would like to congratulate
their newest sisters: Pam.
Stephanie. Carrie. Danla.
Donna, Terry. Crissie.
Katherine. We are proud to
call you all sisters. Loyally,
the sister of AAn.
Congratulations to the 13
new pledges of Zeta Tau Alpha: Shannon Arnold. Stefanle Allman. Anita Whitney.
Mandy Wright. Tara Dieter.
Megan Morra. Ashley Gibby.
Kelly Forde. Kelly Miller.
Sarah Gravitt. Martha Cross.
Kristin Wallace, and Paula
Casiero. You all are the best!
With love, the sisters of Zeta
Tau Alpha.

Martine - You know I only
pick on you because you're so
much fun to pick on. I
couldn't have a better big
sister and friend. You're awesome. All my love. NIKK1

Chelle - You've always
been a wonderful "sister" to
me. Thanks for always listening to me! If you ever need
me. you know I am here! Have
a great semester! Keep smiling. Love Vonda Kay
Lisa - You're an awesome
suitemate and R.A. Thanks
for all of your support! We're
gonna have a great semester!
Keep up the good work!
Vonda Kay and Sharon Kay
Tennis Pro - Keep an eye
on the closet. Don't ask, you
probably already know. Want
to go for a ride in the little
bomber (to dinner) sometime
soon? Happy one year and
eleven month anniversary. I
love you! -The Art Major
To the ROTC Department Thanks for a fun time on the
skiing trip to Wlntergreen.
Hope to do it again. MVAW

Tommy and Steff - Thanks
for babysitting. It's nice to
know someone cares. Do you
have your flashlight? The
ghosts are out tonight.
Tammy make sure Steff
Congratulations to all the sleeps thru the night. Your
new pledges of Alpha Phi misguided suitemate. Kim
Omega. The nation's largest
co-ed Service Fraternity. Your
Dave - Watch out for those
Pledge Master Sarah
tours! They could be dangerous to your health and repuCongratulations Kappa tation. Guess who!
Delta on a great rush and
good luck to your new
Dear Silent - Hi sweetstuff!
pledges. Alpha Chi Rho
Have you eaten any cookies
or Just talked lately that I
Kev- I love you darling! haven't heard about? I can't
Sorry we can't be together on wait till next year. Freedom at
Valentine's Day but you know last. Hope you will be my
you're always in my heart and bestest valentine and my
on my mind. We will have bunk buddy forever. Hang in
many other chances to cele- there, not much longer now.
brate. You're Just wonderful. Love, your groaning buddy.
Hope you aren't too sore. Love
you always. Jo
Poo Bear - Thank you for a
4-0-odds - Hey guys! Just very special weekend! Your
wanted to wish you all a very special week is here! I can't
happy valentines. You are all wait to give you your surprise!
great and I'm glad things are I'm glad you have been there
going better. Hang in there! for me during this time. I'm
Your buddy, Kim
lucky to have a person as
special as you. I love you!
To the 1st floor Cox Kissing Your boy"
Demon - Can I be next? You
know who
AIMS - Try not to throw
your books out the window at
The Sisters of Alpha Sigma late hours in the night— one
Alpha would like to congratu- day you might hit someone.
late their great new pledges: Too close to the edge— had
Jennifer Beazley. Mary fun Friday — Love, your
Kathrine Dalley. Wendl Davis.
roomie.
Debi Devine, Sherry Perkins.
Tricia Popular. Julie Wiley.
Sharon Kay - I am so
happy that we are roomCyndi - I can hardly bemates. We are gonna have a
lieve it's beer almost 2 years.
great semester. Keep up the
I love you more than you can good work. I am so proud of
ever know. Happy anniver- you. Thanks for always being
sary baby! Brian
there for me. You know where
Thank you everyone who I live if you need me! Lovehelped make this year's mid- Vonda Kay.
winter ball a success. I hope
Kim. Steff. Sarah, and
you all enjoyed it. I give speTammy
- I hope you have a
cial thanks to Greek Council.
Angelin Brewer. Alan Rapee. great semester! Don't hit
William Chestnut, and Joyce those books - bottles too
Trent. Thanks again. Wade hard! Keep smiling! Vonda
Kay
France
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Sports

Proctor Takes State

>s \ At
12

KKVIN
Jill GOOD
7/mi K0CK
N' POL!

MITCH Pi
DANNY

Although the tale of the
If it's possible for a wrestler
tournament
is told by the
to own a tournament, the
Virginia Collegiate Division II outcome of the team points,
and II State Championship the individual performances
tournament belongs to really tell the story for Longwood.
Longwood's Ted Proctor.
Wrestling at 158-lbs. inThe Manassas native wresstead
of 150, Proctor's thirdtled to his third consecutive
Virginia State championship straight state title came in a
title on Sunday and added different weight class than the
two more wins to Improve his previous two, but the victory
career record to 59-24-1 as was Just as sweet.
"It's great to win three in a
he works his way to sixth
place on the Lancers' all-time row and I'd like to make it
four next year." Proctor said
list.
Junior Tim Mason and Sunday. "I seem to be reachfreshman Sean House also ing my peak Just in time for
brought home individual state regionals."
After two dual meets this
championships to help an
injury-plagued Longwood week. Longwood will travel to
squad finish second in the Pembroke State on Feb. 24
and 25 to take part in the
five-team tournament.
In the four years since the NCAA Division II Southeast
Division II and III state tour- Regional, the key stepping
nament was established. stone to the NCAA Division II
Longwood dominated the national tournament. Both
event with three consecutive Proctor and Mason represtate titles. This year the sented Longwood at the naLancers were forced to step tional tournament last seaaside for a much healthier son.
Mason is also no stranger
Virginia State squad.
"We gave it the best shot to the Virginia State Champiwe had," head coach Steve onship. His victory at 190-lbs.
Nelson
said
Sunday brought him his second state
afternoon.
"I'm
not title in as many years for the
disappointed. Virginia State Lancers while bringing his
had a much healthier team, collegiate wrestling career to a
but our kids really wrestled close with his second 20-win
season.
well."
Mason's career plans will
Virginia State won with 86
keep
him away from the
team points followed by
Longwood with G7.75. Longwood squad for the reRounding out the field were mainder of the year, but the
Newport News Apprentice (48 Lancers' loss is Virginia
pts.), Norfolk State (37 pts.) Beach's gain. The physical
and Washington and Lee education major left directly
after the tournament to fulfill
(24.75 pts.).
student teaching responsibil-

Ted Proctor
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House overcame an unset- TEE- SHIRT CONTEST SUGMITT
HOSTING THE till I
ting 2-10 first semester mark
CREflTlUE DESIGNS ID/ THE
EEC. 20,1990
and plenty of adversity to
SLOGDN:
VODD
MDSIC.
YJMJJi
shine during the school
semester. He has won two TIME, VODR LIFE
REQUEST £X 395-247'J
tournaments since January
and holds a 6-3 mark since
the holiday break.
"I really took my lumps
first semester." House commented Sunday. "But this
semester has been good to
Longwood got a sterling
me. Hopefully I'm still on the
performance
from Junior
rise."
Cindy Shelton. but it wasn't
Longwood picked up places
enough Friday night as Radin eight of the ten weight
ford scored a 175.2 to 166.9
classes at the State Champivictory
over the visiting
onship. In addition to the first
Lancer gymnasts.
place wins of doctor. Mason
With Natalie Taylor out
and House, the Lancers
with
a knee injury and Shelpicked up second place
ton
and
Beth Risley slowed by
finishes with sophomore
sore knees. Longwood turned
Kevin McSherry at 177-lbs.
in a solid performance against
and freshman Mark Denne at
the Division I Highlanders.
heavyweight.
Risley,
who usually competes
Third place finishes went
all-around,
took part in just
to sophomore Mike Faul, 134;
two events.
freshman Jim Burgess. 142:
and junior Joe Azero, 150.
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Radford Squeaks By
Longwood In Gymnastics

Jefferson, Proctor Share Player Of Week Award
Senior basketball player
Kevin Jefferson and junior
wrestler Ted Proctor reached
new heights in their respective sports last week and have
been co-winners of the Longwood College Player of the
Week award for the period
Feb. 4-11. Player of the Week
is chosen by the Longwood
sports information office.
Jefferson broke two more
lof Jerome Kersey's Longwood
season records while scoring
53 points and collecting 12
rebounds. 2 assists, 3 steals
and 4 dunks in two games
ast week. The 6-5 AllAmerica candidate broke
Jersey's mark for season
>oints (528) and field goals
214). Jefferson (24.8 ppg.
wg.) has scored 545 points
vhlle hitting 232 field goals.
Ee's among the top scorers in
CAA Div. II.

KD

Kevin Jefferson

Cindy Shelton

Jefferson had 29 points
Shelton notched a 34.9 all
and eight rebounds in a 72- around score for second place
68 win over Virginia State at the meet, she also pla
Wednesday.
scoring the second Oil floor (9.0), thud in
last six points of the game vaulting (8.55), tied I"i third
to push the Lancers to vic- on beam (8.8) and lied foi
tory. He came back with 24 fourth on bars (8.55). I
points and three dunks Sat- Dore tied Shelton on bars
urday in an 87-74 loss to With an 8.55.
USC Spartanburg. the 12th
Freshman
Danielle
ranked (rain in NAIA
[Williams earned her best all
With 1.686 career points, around score of the sea
Jefferson is just 70 points be- With a 33.85 lor iiilh place,
hind the Longwood record The Lanrer gymnast >
1.756 points Kersey accumu- placed fourth on floor with an
lated. Jefferson now holds 8.9. Risley. who may compete
eight Lancer game, career and all-around at Sunday's Tow
season records for points, son Invitational, got fifth on
field goal attempt! and bars with an 8.45 Friday
dunks. His 102 career dunks night
easily beats Kersey's former
Ten teams, including DM
record of 91.
sion II power Air Force, will

take part in Sunday's Towson
nvitational which begins al 1
Longwood will take a 1 1

record Into the competition.
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Classifieds
250-1000 SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
Staff Rsfsrral Strvicta provides a
network of camps, now hiring, from
tha "Keya" to Wise.-Minn. Ona application raachas all camps via a mastar compotar. Applications at tha
school employment office.

Sunny's

"ADOPTION"
Happily Married EuropeanAmerican professional couple
longing to share a beautiful
county life with precious newborn. Please call collect anytime. 804-979-8347.

CAFE
CASABLANCA

"ADOPTION"

CRUISE LINE
OPENINGS
HIRING NOW!!

Formville Shopping Center

Love, laughter and a brother's hand
to hold. Our family longs for the
baby who will fill our hearts. Let's
help each other. Call collect, Ron &
Karyn In VA (804) 978-7104 or our
adoption advisor (802) 235-2312.

Call (719) 687-6662
(USA)
WIN A HAWAIIAN
VACATION OR BIG SCREEN
TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!
Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment
Campus organizations, clubs,
frats, sororities call OCMC at
1 (800)932-0528 1(800)9508472, ext. 10.

OPEN:
MONDAY -SATURDAY
11:30 - 2:00
5:00 - 9:00

CAMP COUNSELORS:
Holiday Lake 4-H Center is accepting
applications for summer camp counselors.
Must be 19 years of age. The following
positions are available: Nurse/EMT, Food
Service Manager, Cooks, Maintenance,
Canoeing, Horsemanship, Archery,
Nature/Aquatic, Rifiery, Outdoor Skills, and
Theatre Arts. Salary plus room and board.
Weekends off. Application deadline March
9 For additional information and application
contact Richard Pulliam, Holiday Lake 4-H
Center, Route 2. Box 630, Appomattox, Va.
24522 or call (804) 248-5844

Now

MARY BETH BLESSING
Professional Travel Agent
392-GOGO • (392-4646)

And Beers!
Lonely?
Need a Date?
Meet that special
someone today!

Call DATETIME
(405) 366-6335
Rick Bodenheimer,
Heard any "Bangles"
lately? Me either. See you
at D.T.'s.
Agnes

Make Your Plans Today!

Upcoming Events
Tuesday - 13

Kathe Kollwltz,
9 12; 1 5. Bedford
Gallery.
Wrestling: LC vs
Gar Iner-Webb,
Lani
Women's Ping
Pong entry blank

& meeting, 6:30
p.m., IM Room.
Bating Dii
ders, l 2 p.m.,
Counseling Services.
Fred Stelncr, 9
i lo p.m.,

Showcase Gallery.
Recruiter Bureau oi the
Census, 1 1 a.m.
2 p.m.. New

Smoker.
use Black
History Month
Speaker. James
Ghee. Attorney:
The History of the
Civil Rights
Movement In
Prince Edward
County." Crawley
Forum. 8 p.m.

Wednesday- 14
Authors Series:
Shirley Ann Grau.
8 p.m.. Wygal.
Happy St.
Valentine's Day.
Coed Volleyball

practice
Choosing a
major series. #4. 6
p.m. CPPC. S.
Rufiner
Women's BBall: LCat Maryland Dal. County.
7:35 p.m.

Recruiter u. s.
Marines. 10 a.m. 2 p.m.. New

Smoker.
Film: "Eyes on
the Prize II". 7
p.m., Lancer Cafe.
Kathe Kollwltz,
9-12: 1-5. Bedford
Gallery.
Fred Steiner. 9
a.m. - 10 p.m..
Showcase gallery.
Workshop: Job
Search Strategies.
3:30 p.m.. CPPC,
S. Ruffner.

The Board of Student Publications at
Longwood College is accepting applications for
editor of the Yearbook — "The Virginian."
Qualifications are as follows:
A: Applicant must be a full-time undergraduate student at Longwood College,
i. e., be enrolled in the equivalent of no
less than 12 semester hours at the time
of application and during term of
appointment.
B.

Shall be a student in good standing,
i. e., not be on academic or disciplinary
probation.

C.

Shall have posted no less than a 2.5
grade point average in the semester
immediately preceding selection to the
position of editor, and shall have no
less than a 2.5 cumulative grade point
average.

Mexican Food

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Cjet R&uLy New ff&i

VERY IMPORTANT NEWS
ABOUT THE LONGWOOD YEARBOOK

Thursday - 15

Friday - 16

Kathe Kollwltz,

Movie Series:
Mississippi
Burning. 7 p.m..
Lancer Cafe.
Kathe Kollwltz,
9-12; 1-5. Bedford
Gallery.
Fred Steiner, 9
a.m. - 6 p.m..
Showcase Gallery.

9-12: 1-5. Bedford
Gallery.
Forum on Athletics. 12:45 p.m.,
Red/White/Green
Rooms.
Weekend foosball entry blank
due & meeting.
6:30 p.m.. IM
Room.
Women's Ping
Pong starts.
Fred Steiner. 9
a.m. - 10 p.m..
Showcase Gallery.
Recruiter: U. S.
Marines. 10 a.m.. 2 p.m. . New
Smoker.

Pick up application in Phyllis Mable's
Office. It is due in Phyllis Mable's Office on
February 23.

This is a special opportunity for
Longwood involvement!

or college departments to

Information on this calendar is collected and coordinated through the Student
Union Office, 1st Floor Lankford Student Union, Longwood College.
For student organizations
Saturday - 17
Men's B-Ball:
LC at District of
Columbia.
Women's BBall: LC vs Queens
College. 2 p.m..
Lancer.
Fred Steiner. 35 p.m., Showcase
Gallery.
Weekend Foosball Tournament

make entries a campus calendar form must be filled out
and returned to the Student
Union Office.
Deadline is the Tuesday
preceding publication date.

Sunday - 18

Monday - 19

Fred Steiner. 35 p.m.. Showcase
Gallery.
Gymnastics: LC
at Towson Invitational. 1 p.m.

Movie Serli
Mississippi
Burning. 7 p.m.
Lancer Cafe.
Fred Steiner. 9
a.m. - 10 p.m..
Showcase Gallery.
Lecture:
"Practicing
Diplomacy in a
Complex World". 7
p.m., Bedford.
Kathe Kollwitz.
9-12; 1-5. Bedford
Gallery.
Alcohol Support
Group, 6-7 p.m..
Counseling
Services.
Coed Volleyball
entry blank due &
meeting. 6:30
p.m., IM Room.
Longwood Majors Fair. 5:45-7
p.m., Rotunda.
Kathe Kollwitz.
9-12; 1-5. Bedford
Gallery.
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